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Peak Tactical Pty Ltd is a risk management company 
specializing in risks encountered when confronting criminal 
activity, during defense operations, when strengthening 
counter terrorism responses and other specialist tasks 
conducted in high risk environments. 

Our clients are exclusively from the government sector 
covering law enforcement, defense, aerospace and resources. 
We focus on developing capability within our clients so 
they are equipped to resolve future challenges with little or 
no input from ourselves. 

When developing a client’s capability our solution may 
comprise knowledge transfer, technology or leadership 
development; augmented as necessary by relevant products. 
Some products we engineer ourselves if the market is unable 
to mitigate a risk clearly identified in a client’s operations. 

Examples of such innovations are the world’s most powerful 
miniaturized lasers, integrated tracking devices that 
compensate for the limitation of any one technology, and 
command-level simulation training to improve decision 
making in high stress environments. 

We hold a number of global exclusives in low-light surveillance 
such as world-first IP over supporting technologies that mask 
disclosure of night vision use - including even in the passive 
surveillance role; or increase surveillance ranges under the 
most adverse conditions.

Peak Tactical Pty Ltd is one of only two Australian 
manufacturers of Night Vision equipment, and supply 
elite Police and other government users within Australia as 
well as exporting to off-shore Defense, Special Forces and 
Federal agencies. A wide range of vehicle, rotary wing and 
man portable thermal and night vision light intensifiers are 
offered.

The company is well regarded in the market for its advanced 
training programs and has successfully delivered tactical 
training in many regions including pioneering tactical 
training delivery to friendly nations in conjunction with the 
Australian Federal government. Recent examples include the 
planning and conduct of CTR patrols in the Middle East, to 
the Giving of Evidence to western courtroom standards to 
secure convictions. 
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Peak Tactical Pty Ltd publish a training catalogue containing 
over 28 major programs and deliver these to approved 
Defense, State and Federal agencies. Other custom programs 
range from the emplacement and recovery of recording 
devices in high threat scenarios, through to ‘One-Pass’ urban 
reconnaissance used in counter terrorist operations. 

Currency with countering operational risks is maintained 
through our own direct support and deployment with clients 
into zones of conflict, augmented by close cooperation with 
a number of key offshore agencies and other global alliances. 
This ensures we remain abreast of the latest threats and assist 
clients to anticipate terrorist tactics imported from the Middle 
East and elsewhere, before these threats are used against 
them.  

With over 20 years conducting risk reduction programs we 
offer genuine current expertise in countering security 
threats that can derail a unit’s mission or an agency’s 
operations. 

Originally formed in 1989, the company subsequently  
re-registered in Queensland, Australia in 1997 so as to be 
nearer key regional markets.  In 2010 it divided its security 
and defense business from the parent company and in late 
2012 formed a further arm, Peak Tactical Pty Ltd specializing 
in support to Partner companies. 

Offshore contracts proceed only after seeking and 
being granted export approvals issued by the Australian 
Department of Defence based on end user certificates. We 
are a Defence-compliant organization.

Peak Tactical has a long standing relationship with  
High Mark Defence Group Ltd who are our appointed 
representatives located in Texas. They are Peak Tactical’s 
authorized point of contact for North America and selected 
other nations.
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www.peaktactical.com

For all US enquiries, please  
contact your local agent   
nasser@peaktactical.com

Peak Tactical Pty Ltd 
contact@peaktactical.com
Phone: +61 416 004 731


